Practical Products Co. Woodworking, Laminate, Solid Surface, & Flooring Hand & Power Tools
PLASTI-CUT® FILES Designed and manufactured specifically for maximum performance on decorative laminates. Also excellent for edge
finishing other plastics. PLASTI-CUT files save time, effort, and money by cutting faster and easier, and by lasting longer
than ordinary files. Extra sharpness and hardness provide a long life of clean, fast filing. Select the MILL for smoothest
finish, the FAST® for a more coarse file.
PLASTI-CUT DUPLEX® FILES These combine the best features of all laminate files into one versatile tool. FAST® cut
one side, MILL cut other side to meet any filing situation. Wide body with straight sides gives about 10% more filing area
and is best for filing into corners. One edge has no teeth for safe corner filing. The rounded tang design is safer to use
and it eliminates the need for a separate handle.
All PLASTI-CUT files are supplied in individual vinyl sleeves for protection in handling and to facilitate pegboard display.
To prolong file life, keep the file in the sleeve when not in use.
TYPE
8" MILL
10" MILL
12" MILL
14" MILL
10" DUPLEX®

CAT. NO.
CODE NO.
TYPE
CAT. NO.
PC- 8M
5502
PC-10M
5480
10" FAST®
PC-10F
PC-12M
5481
12" FAST®
PC-12F
PC-14M
5482
14" FAST®
PC-14F
PC-10DX
5912
8” & 10” are packed 10 pcs/box, 12” & 14” are packed 5 pcs/box

CODE NO.
5483
5582
5484

SIMONDS BRAND FILES These are first quality general purpose files, available in all sizes, types, and cuts. The most
popular SIMONDS brand files for laminate finishing are the ALL PURPOSE (AP) and the FLAT MULTI-KUT (FM) that are
illustrated at the left. Many others also in stock. All available at very favorable pricing. Here's a list of the SIMONDS brand
files that we carry in stock:
8" & 10" All Purpose (AP)
8" x 7/32" Round Chainsaw (CS)
14" Half Round Smooth (HRSM)
10”, 12”, & 14” Mill Bastard(MB)
10" Half Round Second Cut (HRSC)
14" Half Round Bastard (HRB)
10", 12", & 14" Mill (MC)
10" Half Round Bastard (HRB)
10", 12", & 14" Flat Multi-Kut (FM)
Cat. No. SM-(size)(type) 10" and shorter are 12 pcs/box, 12" and longer are 6 pcs/box.
Call for detailed information on other types or a copy of SIMONDS complete catalog & price sheet.
DURACUT™ Specially sharpened 12” Mill Bastard, imported. Cat. No. DR-12MSS
NICHOLSON® FILES These are made with tool steel for a long useful life. They are suitable for
all general applications on all materials. All are 6/box.
MAGICUT® FILES for rapid material removal, have chip breaker grooves to allow for smooth filing.
Sizes 10", 12", & 14". Cat. Nos. NI-10MG (07917), NI-12MG (07941), NI-14MG (07965)
MILL WESTERN FILES for smooth filing, a little faster cutting than a mill bastard cut.
Available 12". Cat. No. NI-12MW (09677)
WIRE FILE-CLEANING BRUSHES Keep one at hand when filing. These are recommended for
cleaning PLASTI-CUT files to preserve tooth sharpness. For files that are clogged with adhesive,
soak in glue cleanup solvent then use wire brush. This wire brush is suitable for a variety of other purposes, including the
removal of pitch from saw blades. Cat. No. WB-42, 7/8" x 14", with 6 1/4" Bristle Section, Wt 5 oz, 12/box
FILE BRUSH for PLASTI-CUT FILES Stiff Tampico bristles are the safest to use to avoid affecting the
sharpness of PLASTI-CUT files. Brush in the direction of the grooves. For stubborn clogs, soak in clean-up
solvent then follow by using a wire scratch brush (WB-42). Cat. No. FB-86, Length 9”

FILE HANDLES For safety and comfort, it is important to use a file handle on all files. These have long ferrules and
are smooth white birch that give the feel and grip that only a hardwood can provide. For safety, attach the handle by
striking it against a solid surface as illustrated. NEVER use a hammer or other tool to drive on the handle. All 36/box.
FH-121 (4") for Chainsaw Files,
FH-122 (4 1/2") for 6" & 8" Files,
FH-123 (5") for 8" & 10" Files
FH-124 (5 1/2") for 10" & 12" Files,
FH-125 (6") for 14" Files
FILE CARDS Primarily intended for metal-clogging of file teeth, the wire bristles are angled forward and spaced
to remove stubborn clogging. For best results, pull the card across the file in the direction of the file grooves.
Heavy duty version is larger with a bigger handle. NOT recommended for PLASTI-CUT files.
Cat. No. FC-87B, Heavy Duty,
Length 10", Wt 5 oz, 10/box
Cat. No. FC-87, Standard Duty, Length 8", Wt 3 oz, 12/box
COMBINATION FILE CARD & BRUSH Same as the heavy duty file card above but also has a plastic bristled brush on
the back which removes most of the filings. Use the wire side for stubborn clogs. Wire side NOT recommended for
PLASTI-CUT files.
Cat. No. CB-88B, Length 10", Wt 5 oz, 6/box
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